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The words “he, his, him,” which may appear in this policy, are used generically for clarity and ease of reading.  

These terms are not meant to imply gender and relate to all employees of the Department. 

 

The purpose of this policy is to establish procedures for the acceptable use of the images, 

information, and tools within facial recognition systems. This policy applies to all sworn and 

civilian law enforcement personnel. 

 

I. POLICY 

 

It is the policy of the Cobb County Police Department to utilize facial recognition only to 

identify persons involved in criminal cases, other specific law enforcement related 

purposes, and in the support of public welfare.  The Cobb County Police Department 

requires investigators, involved in criminal cases, to seek corroborating evidence on any 

person identified after receiving the results of a probe image search submitted to a 

departmentally authorized facial recognition database.  The corroborating evidence should 

independently support probable cause for criminal charges.  Department members who are 

authorized to use facial recognition databases shall only utilize lawfully acquired images 

and only compare them against lawfully acquired (e.g., mugshots) or publicly available 

image galleries. 

 

II.  DEFINITIONS 

 

A.  Facial Recognition: An automated process of matching face images utilizing 

algorithms and biometric scanning technologies. 

 

B. Facial Recognition Section: Department members trained and authorized to use 

facial recognition software, whose duty it is to conduct facial recognition searches. 

 

C. Probe Image: Any face image used by face recognition software for comparison 

with the face images contained within a face image repository.  

 

D. Repository:  A location or database, digital or otherwise, in which images of a face 

or faces are collected and stored for comparison during a facial recognition search. 

 

E. Candidate List:  One or more face images resulting from a face recognition search 

through software-based facial recognition. 
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F. Likely Candidate:  A specific image contained within a candidate list depicting 

the face of a person which, when combined with a human-based facial comparison, 

depicts enough similarities or attributes resulting in further investigation and peer 

review. 

 

G. Peer Review:  An additional layer of verification of facial recognition results by 

which another authorized user in the Facial Recognition Section conducts an 

independent (blind review) probe image search. 

 

III. BACKGROUND 

 

A. The Cobb County Police Department seeks to continually balance the use of 

technology based investigative tools against privacy concerns to ensure that the 

constitutional rights and the safety of all individuals are both protected. The 

Department seeks to assess the potential benefits of the technology against potential 

community concerns to determine which technologies to utilize and what 

procedures and policies to enact. 

 

Facial recognition software is intended to assist officers and investigators with 

identifying criminal actors while ensuring that improper or incorrect visual 

identification does not lead to the arrest of an innocent individual. It is intended to 

provide investigators with tools to develop possible suspects in certain crimes based 

upon similarities in facial characteristics. 

 

Facial recognition may be used as a piece of evidence in an investigation. However, 

it is the investigator’s obligation and responsibility to ensure that the necessary 

level of additional supporting evidence exists to establish needed legal standards to 

pursue criminal charges.  Facial recognition may also be used by the Department 

to support public welfare and medical related events to help with subject 

identification. 

 

B. Investigative and Public Welfare Uses 

 

The following list provides investigative and public welfare uses for which 

authorized users may conduct facial recognition searches.  

 

1. To help identify an individual when there is a reasonable suspicion 
the individual has committed, is committing, or is planning the 

commission of a crime. 

 

2. To help identify a crime victim, including a victim of online sexual 

abuse material. 

 

3. To help identify a victim of human trafficking or an individual 

involved in the trafficking of humans, weapons, drugs, or wildlife. 

 

 4. To help identify a person that may be a missing person. 
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5. To help identify a person who is suffering from a mental or 

physical disability impairing their ability to communicate and be 
understood. 

 

 6. To help identify a deceased person. 

 

7. To help identify a person who is incapacitated or otherwise unable 

to identify themselves. 

 

 8. To help identify an individual lawfully detained. 

 

9. To help mitigate an imminent threat to public safety, a significant 
threat to life including acts of terrorism. 

  

Any results from a facial recognition system shall be used only as a guide for  

the investigation. 

 

IV.  DEPARTMENT PROCEDURES 

 

A. In accordance with this policy, employees shall only utilize departmentally 

authorized facial recognition systems, as maintained by the Technology Special 

Projects Commander. 

 

B. The Technology Special Projects Commander should maintain a standard operating 

procedure (SOP) for the Facial Recognition Section.  The SOP should be updated 

as needed with the approval of the Chief of Police or his designee. 

 

C. The following are to be followed by any department member who utilizes facial 

recognition: 

 

1. Any facial recognition user shall, prior to utilizing such tool: 

 

a. Receive departmentally approved training. 

  

b. Receive a unique username and password from a departmental 

administrator.  The Technology Special Projects Commander shall 

be responsible for maintaining a list of all current users of any facial 

recognition database. 

  

2.  When utilizing facial recognition systems, any user shall: 

 

a. Only utilize facial recognition for official and legitimate law 

enforcement business. 

 

b. Log in with their assigned unique username and password. 
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c. Record the case number in the incident report and, if applicable, in 

the investigative database. 

 

d. Record the legitimate law enforcement reason for the search in the 

incident report and, if applicable, in the investigative database. 

 

e. Only utilize probe images that have been collected in accordance 

with state and federal law. 

 

f. Only use facial recognition services authorized by the Cobb County 

Police Department as maintained by the Technology Special 

Projects Commander. 

 

g. All department members who submit facial recognition requests to 

the Facial Recognition Section are required to document such 

requests and the results of such requests, with or without 

investigative leads, in their incident report.  

   

V. INVESTIGATIVE STEPS 

 

Investigators should conduct thorough investigations to clear the innocent and establish 

evidence to determine the viability of leads on potential suspects.  Investigators are 

encouraged to communicate with supervision, analysts, and prosecutors for assistance as 

needed.  

 

All facial recognition searches in attempts to identify an unidentified suspect during a 

criminal investigation will follow the process below. 

 

1. Software-based facial recognition through a repository. 

2. Human-based facial comparison of candidates within a candidate list. 

3. Peer review of likely candidates in a candidate list. 

4. Investigation of a likely candidate to reveal corroborating or exculpatory evidence. 

5. Investigative supervisor review prior to taking criminal charges. 

6. Judge review of evidence prior to warrant issuance.  

 

The Facial Recognition Section SOP shall describe the process for receiving and 

performing facial recognition searches and disseminating results within the Department.   

 

VI. PROHIBITED ACTIONS 

 

A. No personnel of the Cobb County Police Department shall connect any facial 

recognition system to any interface that performs live video surveillance, including 

surveillance cameras, drone footage, and body-worn cameras.  This does not 

preclude still images or snapshots from being captured from video streams and 

being submitted for a probe search in accordance with the requirements of this 

policy.   
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B. Employees shall not utilize facial recognition in live streamed or recorded video of 

the general public. 

 

C. Facial recognition shall not be utilized to surveil the general public 

 

D. At no time is the use of force permitted to capture a subject’s image for a probe 

image search. 

 

E. Any use of other facial recognition services is prohibited except with prior 

authorization from the Technology Special Projects Commander.  Department 

members are prohibited from using other facial recognition software obtained 

through a complimentary pilot, demo, personal account, or trial period for any law 

enforcement investigation. 

 

VII. RELEASING FACIAL RECOGNITION DATA TO OTHER AGENCIES 

 

Cobb County Police Department personnel shall not allow direct access to its facial 

recognition system. Outside agencies may request assistance on cases. Requests must meet 

all requirements of this policy to be considered and approved. Approval of such requests 

shall be authorized by the Technology Special Projects Commander and all relative policy 

requirements of this department shall be documented. 

 

The Cobb County Police Department may establish requirements for external law 

enforcement agencies to request face recognition searches. These will be documented in 

an interagency agreement or MOU, maintained by the Technology Special Projects 

Commander which will include an assurance from the external agency that it complies with 

the laws and rules governing it, including applicable federal and state laws.  The agreement 

will specify only those agency personnel who have been authorized by the Cobb County 

Police Department, who have completed the required training, and that requests are for 

official use only/law enforcement sensitive (FOUO/LES). Each request must be 

accompanied by a case number from the other agency.  All facial recognition searches 

resulting in dissemination of an investigative lead to an outside agency should be 

documented on a Cobb County Police Department incident report titled “Assisting Other 

Agency”. 

  

VIII. AUDITING, POLICY REVIEWS & MAINTENANCE 

 

The Technology Special Projects Commander is responsible for ensuring user compliance 

of the facial recognition databases.  The following measures should be conducted by the 

Technology Special Projects Commander or his designee. 

 

A. Quarterly, random, sample audits of authorized users to ensure users are 

documenting required information at the time a search is conducted.  Information 

required may be different for each vendor but should include information such as 

case number, reason for search, originating detective or officer, unit to which they 

are assigned, or any other required fields. 
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B. Annual sample audit completed by December 31 of each calendar year to: 

  

1. Ensure general policy compliance 

2. Ensure all investigative steps are followed accordingly 

3. Remove users who no longer need access 

 

C. The Technology Special Projects Commander shall be responsible for maintaining 

an audit log sheet for the quarterly audit and annual audit. 

 

D. Annual review of policy and standard operating procedure completed prior to 

December 31 of each calendar year to ensure they are accurate and current with 

emerging technology. 

 

E. Noncompliance or intentional misuse of any facial recognition database may result 

in the suspension of an authorized user’s access to all facial recognition databases.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


